De Rauw
Sablon-Marcel
Aelbrecht Pigeons
McLaughlin Lofts has continued to stay ahead
of the sport by owning the finest De Rauw
Sablon / Marcel Aelbrecht pigeons in the
United States and very possibly the world.
Our pigeons are heavily inbred to the foundation pigeons of the family, ‘The Marseille’,
‘Fine Blue’, ‘Dromer’, ‘Freddy’, ‘Blue Ace’, ‘Patron’,
‘Goede Blauwen’, ‘Lucky 77’, ‘Perpignan’, ‘Bak
17’, ‘Limoges’, ‘Crack’, ‘Super Breeder 548/91’
and most of all the Dream Couple ‘Albert and
Paola’.
Albert and Paola may be the greatest breeding couple our
sport has ever known. The 1st National Ace Pigeons and endless National winners
down from this Dream
Couple will never be
duplicated. Most of
our breeders show the
‘Dream Couple’ in the
pedigree from four
to nine times. Very
strong, super feathered, medium sized,
character loaded, predominantly blue stock.
McLaughlin Lofts has
followed the Dream
Couple since 2001.
The demand for our De Rauw Sablon Marcel Aelbrecht pigeons
will be much greater than the supply! McLaughlin Lofts is
breeding from 13 pair of intensely selected Belgian Sablon and
Aelbrecht pigeons. We will put our pigeons up against any.

Best friends, Aelbrecht and Sablon have traded pigeons to
create the most famous and successful family of pigeons in
the sport. These pristine genes originate from the legendary
Dream Couple, Albert and Paola. The blood from the Dream
Couple combined with the powerful Aelbrecht super breeders caused this family to explode with endless top National
scores and National Ace pigeon results. No family of pigeons,
in the history of the sport has achieved what descendants of
the Sablon Aelbrecht pigeons have already achieved. The most
incredible and unbelievable realization is that the domination
has only just begun. History is being written now. Do not be
late adding a few of the best Sablon Aelbrecht pigeons to your
pigeon arsenal. This family is so very pre-potent that they will
continue to rule the sport for many generations to come. They
now dominate major one loft races.
The Sablon Aelbrecht family excels from 250 to 500 miles
with endless endurance and a will to fly alone and stay in the
front. These Sablon Aelbrecht pigeons have the speed to pull
away from the other racing pigeons while competing without
fatigue.
Piet De Weerd once said: “Only a few
families can rule the Nationals, and
these are the very best”. Seems like
Piet was speaking of these pigeons!
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